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Abstract 
Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) can well solve the cross-cutting concerns. Because of the different 
features of aspect, AOP requires new techniques for testing. First, this paper proposes a model to test aspect-
oriented software. In order to support the testing model of the first three steps, we propose the algorithm of 
selecting aspect relevant test cases. Then, we develop a new tool to implement the theoretical of automating 
select test case. Finally, a case of the Bank Account System is studied to illustrate our testing approach. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Last century Object-oriented Programming (OOP) has achieved the success in developing software. 
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However, with the widely used distributed system in Internet, the final users also highly demand non-
functional requirements, such as security, robustness. Then, the shortcomings of OOP exposed. There are 
codes tangling or code scattering issues. To address these issues, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (Xerox 
PARC) proposed Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) in 1997 [1]. It is the supplement for OOP, and allows 
programmers to design functional and non-functional requirements separately [2]. Software testing is an 
indispensable step in the process of software development. Because of the immaturity of aspect-oriented 
software development [3], testing for aspect-oriented software is necessary. 
1.2 Organization of paper 
The organization of this paper is in the following. In the second section, we give the testing approach for 
AOP. The testing model is consists of four steps, and combine the algorithm of selecting aspect relevant test 
cases. In the third section, we develop a new tool that supports the testing model in Eclipse environment. In 
the forth section, in order to prove the practicality of our tool, we apply it in a Bank Account System, and 
describe the detail testing approach. 
2.  An approach for select relevant test cases 
2.1 An Initial model for testing aspect-oriented software 
We will introduce an approach which tests aspects in AOP in this section. This approach consists of class 
testing, unit testing, integration testing, and system testing. On the basis of standard testing technology, our 
testing aspects approach applies a new algorithm that is about to select test cases. The testing steps are shown 
in Figure 1.  
 
Fig. 1. the testing model of Aspect-oriented software  
 Class Testing.     
There are two elements for AOP, regular classes and aspect. In this step, we develop test cases and test 
regular classes. The purpose of testing regular classes before testing aspects is to get rid of errors which 
have no relationship with aspects. In the testing processes, we can use standard testing techniques in this 
step, and those developed test cases can be reused in future. 
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 Unit Testing.   
 In this step, unit testing is separately woven with all of regular classes for each aspect. Then, we consider 
the woven result as a small standalone application and test the application. During the design stage, if 
every aspect is supposed to deal with a cross-cutting concern, we can test every single aspect without 
interference. In the unit testing process, test cases not only invoke regular classes, but also invoke advices 
of aspects. If it is necessary, we should develop new test cases. 
 
 Integration Testing.    
 In this step, all of regular classes are woven together with multiple aspects, to get a bigger and more 
complex dynamic application. During the testing processes, we can use incremental testing [4], the number 
of woven aspects increase gradually. Every increment only contains limited aspects. The purpose of 
integration testing is to find the errors among the interacted aspects. 
 
 System Testing.     
In the final step, all of regular classes are woven together with all of aspects to form the whole system, and 
the final system is tested with the traditional system testing technologies. This step not only reuses the test 
cases developed in previous steps, but also needs to develop new test cases to assure the system 
performance. 
2.2 Select test cases relevant to an aspect algorithm 
In this section we will describe an algorithm which is to identify relevant test cases to an aspect. First, we 
give the definition of aspect relevant test cases. Second, base on the given definition, we describe the 
algorithm detailed, and give the algorithm step in Figure 2 as follows. 
Definition (Test Cases Relevant to Aspect): Executing a test case t, if it results in the execution of any 
advice in the aspect A, then t is relevant to A. 
We describe the algorithm that justification a set of test cases that use relevant to a tested aspect. 
 
Fig. 2. The algorithm of select aspect relevant test cases 
 Input: A set of test cases, the tested aspect. 
 Output of the algorithm: The subset of test cases relevant to the aspect. 
 We constitute a relation; named .  saves the relationship which is from aspects to classes, called “advise” 
relationship. In “advise” relationship, the domain is advices of the tested aspect, and the ranges is the 
methods of classes. For every pointed advice a in the aspect A, we need to check every method m of every 
class C. If a advises m, we record the relation as the pair (A.a , C.m), and put this pair into the relation . 
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 We constitute a relation; named .  saves the relationship which is from test cases to methods of classes 
that the test case invokes. In this relationship, the domain is the test cases, and the range is the methods of 
the classes. For every test case t, we need to check every method m of a class C. If t invokes m, we put the 
pair (t, C.m) into the relation . 
 Now we need to build an auxiliary relation, named .  saves the relationship between an advice in an 
aspect and a method in a class, called “advise by”.  is the reverse of . In this relationship, the domain is 
the methods in the classes, and the range is the advice in the aspects. With the relation , we find all 
methods for each element of the input test cases set. With the relation , we find all of advices which 
advise every found method. If these found advices are included in the tested aspect, we put the test case 
into the output set.  
 Finally, the output set contains all of relevant test case. Considering from time complexity, it is O (amt), 
where a is the quantity of advice, m is the quantity of methods, and t is the quantity of test cases. 
3. Automated Testing Tool 
The main functions of the tool are selecting test case and executing aspect relevant to test cases. We 
implement the tool in Eclipse environment [5]. In Eclipse the weaving result can be accessed 
programmatically, so the relationships between regular classes and aspects can be retrieved. Eclipse supports 
the retrieval in the form of interfaces. On the basis of these interfaces, we contribute the relations  and  of 
the algorithm. With another open source of Java library, barat [6], we build the relation . In barat 
environment, we can analyze the byte code of test case manually, and find testing framework which support 
for creating test cases, executing them, and detecting errors. JUnit is just fit into it in Java environment, so we 
choose JUnit as writing and executing test cases [7].  
With the help of the tool, we can write test cases for all of regular classes. Then, we use the tool to select 
test cases relevant to aspects and execute those test cases to detect potential errors in the aspect-oriented 
system. 
4.  Case Study  
Now, we use our automated testing tool in the Bank Account System, and show how effective of our tool 
in testing aspect-oriented system.  
4.1 Case Introduction 
 
Fig. 3. Class diagram of Band Account System 
The system has two classes; the class diagram is shown as Figure 3. Account class has the basic 
information and operation of a bank account. In AccountTransferSystem class, there is only one method, 
which happens between two different accounts and debts from one account to another. 
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The Bank Account System is a high security requirement system. We should be checked the security 
before the execution of some methods that are related to account balance. We will describe the security  
aspect for an instance. The definition of the security aspect is listed as follows. 
public aspect SecurityAspect  
{    protected pointcut securityPC( )  
     :(execution(public * Account.*(..)))  &&  !( execution(public * Account.creditRating(..)))) 
 before() : securityPC () { try { // Safety certification.} catch (LoginException ex) {……}}} 
 
In the definition mentioned above, there is a point cut, named securityPC, which defines the join points 
relevant to security. execution(public * Account.*(..)), this sentence points the join points. The security aspect 
defines a before advice. before() : securityPC () means that the advice is associated with securityPC point cut. 
The body of the advice touches off the security method. 
4.2 Case Testing 
We apply the tool to test the Bank Account System. During the testing processes, we use the testing model 
and do the testing in four steps. 
 Develop Test Cases.    
In this step, we develop a set of test cases for all of regular classes. All of test cases are automated 
developed by JUnit framework, so the names of test cases method are unified, begin with test.  
 Testing Each Aspect   
 In this step, every aspect is woven into the classes. On the one hand, the tool can help us to identify the 
test cases that are relevant to the aspect. For example, security aspect advises the debt method in Account 
class, and the test case testDebt invokes the method, so the test case testDebt is relevant to security aspect. 
On the other hand, the test cases relevant to security aspect can’t test the aspect completely. For example, 
the security aspect advises the transerOp method in AccountTransferSystem, but there are any test cases to 
test it. It is necessary to develop new test case to support it. In order to express the relationship of regular 
classes, aspects and test cases distinctly, we give the relationships picture in Figure 4. The dashed lines 
describe the advice relations, and the solid lines point out the invocation relations. 
 
Fig. 4.  Relations of methods, aspects and test cases 
 Integration Testing.    
 We weave the whole system and select the test cases relevant to both security aspect and transaction 
aspect by the tool. In our case, the debt method in Account class is advised by the two aspects, and the test 
case testDebt invokes the debt method, so the test case testDebt is selected. Third, we execute the test cases 
and test the integration. 
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 System Testing.     
At present, regular classes and aspects are woven together and form a complete system, and then we do the 
testing as the standard testing processes. This section explains the tool can help the tester. It not only 
reduces the cost of testing AOP, but also improves the testing efficiency. 
5. Conclusion 
On the basis of the character of aspect, this paper proposes a testing model which consists of four steps to 
test the aspect-oriented software. We propose the algorithm of selecting aspect relevant test cases, and give 
the detail description. Then we develop a tool that supports the above theoretical and apply it for a case.  
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